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COVER STORY
Land of

ABUNDANCE...
Bali has always been in the back of 
my mind. That far away island symbol 
of exoticism, a free-spirited life where 
you can sing with the birds. 

You find a lot of yoga enthusiasts and a concentration of tou-
rists going to the same spots on the island, like we did. The 
cool hipsters apparently go to Canggu or Seminyak to surf 
and wander in the town, but there were no pavements and 
streets are full of scooters racing in all directions.
We were a family of ten with five kids so it turned out not 
to be the best choice for our group. What saved us was our 
gorgeous villa that could have been located anywhere in the 
world but happened to be in Canggu, Bali. 

In the villa we had everything our hearts
desired, no need to go outside its gates…

I will say that leaving the villa to explore the interior of the 
island and seeing more of the local culture during the last leg 
of our trip reassured me.

We were indulged by Balinese kindness and spirituality and 
gained a better comprehension of the people and the place 
once we left the overcrowded tourist zones behind.

I’ve known for a while of the jewelry designer John Hardy 
who settled in Ubud in the 70s and I was looking forward to 
meeting him personally, but it didn’t happen. I did however 
get to witness some of this legacy on the island therefore this 
issue is dedicated to his work.

Bali, 
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VillA ZELIE 
              A place of
                  Its Own

The voyage started when we passed through the doors of Villa 
Zelie close to midnight we were greeted by the welcoming smile 
and drink that refreshed our body after a 24 hours + travel from 
Paris. The atmosphere when discovering the villa was 
powered by majestic, warmth and it incredible beauty.

Swimsuit : COUTURES PARIS SS18
Jewels : CAMILLE ENRICO
Kimono : DERHY SS18

We instantly were transported to another world filled with
vegetation, chic lush and overjoyed with comfort and ease.

Its quite a rare thing feeling to be captured by a
treasure that envelops you with his rooted energy. 

White jean : DERHY SS18
Jewels : CAMILLE ENRICO

A French entrepreneur, owner of some of the hottest 
restaurants in Paris, Saint Tropez, Megeve, that have 
become institutions such as le Charlot  in the Marais, la 
Palette rue de Seine, Le Hibou in the 6th, Le Sennequier 
in Saint-Tropez and lately Le Marcel in Las Vegas well 
represent her.

Jumpsuit : COMPTOIR DES COTONNIERS SS18
Head piece : JOHANNA BRAITBART
Jewels : ATELIER MON

The discret lamps of the dining, living and 
pool areas, gave us a halo of the heavenly 
surprise our eyes were witnessing.

The richness of the textured floors, the wood 
work of the jogolo houses, the hand carved 
wood ceilings, each piece of art placed 
and the cohesiveness and balance of it all, 
reminding us of what pure  elegance and 
subtle Asian sophistication is The privately 
owned home designed after Madam Ariane 
Denis de Sennevile Grave.

Dress : KALYAH SS18
Jewels : MÉLISSA KANDIYOTI
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The idea of finding a hidden treasure near busy Seminiyak town, ideally 
positioned in between it and Canggu gives full tranquillity to your stay. 
The Balinese cuisine served by chef Madé is as good as it can get. With 
his choice of freshly products ingredients and catch of the day fishes. 
Madé has sweetened our buds with his Asian flair.

The morning greetings of Tupu with his 
overjoyed enthousiasm of serving us and 
smile just makes your day start perfectly.

A group of local Balinese dancers performing on the upbeat of the drums, 
to your private yoga session with Angga facing the Buddha’s overlooking 
the pool goes to say that anything magical can happen at Villa Zelie 
if you let your mind and spirit flow like the tropical leafs dance with the 
breeze. Our welcoming drink made of lemon grass, ginger, lemon 
and a touch of honey became our daily refreshment while the break-
fast, lunch and dinner where served in the massive wood gigantic table 
with the utmost care from the villa’s butlers Tapa and Tupu.

Jewels : Saïki

Jewels : SAÏKI
Vest : COMPTOIR DES COTONNIERS SS18

WE STARTED TO
REALIZE THE

IMMENSITY
OF THE PROPERTY

Its solaire and
ATTRACTIVELY charming

ATELIER MON

Ring

ISHARYA

Ring

JOHANNA BRAITBART

Head Piece

Bali is a small island that has been massively 
developed over the years. The tourism is in ongoing 
all year around from Australia, France and of course 

Singapore and its regions so finding the 
right spot is essentiel.

Swimsuit : Coutures Paris FW18/19
Jewels : ATELIER MON
Head piece : JOHANNA BRAITBART
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John Hardy is a Canadian native who 
traveled to Bali in the early 70’ during 
his university years studying sculpture.

John studied under a master artisan to learn Balinese 
hand-carved jewelry making techniques; he quickly started 
designing his own pieces of jewelry. Taking his backpack 
full of jewelry, he sold them to expats and tourists in Kuta 
which back then was a town with little more than an empty 
road.  Along the way he met Cynthia, his wife to be.

Cynthia encouraged his career. She introduced him to the 
Neiman Marcus jewelry buying team in NY. The story goes 
that he presented a key chain.

The buyers were rather dubious and asked him to come 
back with an actual piece of jewelry. He went to a locksmith 
and had him split it in two and add two clasps. The next 
day he went back and an order was placed for 200 pieces. 
It all started then and there. 

Learning  how John  got started 
is interesting, but seeing just 
how far he has gone is even 
more fascinating.

VIDÉO

John Hardy’s workshop, showroom,  studio and store 
is located in Kabupaten Badung, Ubud, in a rice field, 
there is a community of 750 employees.

It’s become an attraction on 
the island and visitors can 
tour of the estate. 
You discover the 9 steps it takes to finish a piece of jewelry. 
From the watercolor drawing in the studio, to the wax carving 
of each piece. The chain molders, the tree melting, the Balinese 
hammering techniques too. It’s all there creating a beautiful 
artisanal orchestra of sounds and movement. 

The holistic approach to sustain the craftsmanship and spirit 
of Balinese heritage is a tangible force you can feel in the JH 
sanctuary.

COVER STORY
Our eye on Paris

The focus of each issue of Eye of Pink Heater will 
bring you a captivating, intimate experience. The 
eye records then reminds us of an emotion, of a 
memory, a place.

Through this precious organ we see and decipher 
an objet, a jewel or a painting. An emotional link is 
created when pleasure comes in to play and the 
degree of intensity makes us relate to it.

Through the lens of our camera, with sensitivity 
and creativity, I want to tell you a story, create a 
mood, introduce a trend, bring the human heart 
into the beauty of the precious jewels and
accessories that can be found only at Pink Heater.

   I hope you enjoy our  
    first issue.

Malika BENSHILA HUTIN
Founder & director

OTHER COVER STORIES

The company has been bought twice and is since 2014 in the hands 
of LVMH‘s private equity firm Catterton.

Nevertheless, not a bit of soul departed with John Hardy’s departure. 
The creative designer appointed in 2017, Hollie Bonneville Barden 
formerly of De Beers has taken on a big role to play.  
 

A strong power is manifested in the beauty 
of the designs blended with the ancient 
techniques and inspired by today's muse 
Julianne Moore. The gods descend back 
among us common human beings !
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JohN HARDY’s 
WORKSHOP, 
SHOWROOM, 
STUDIO AND STORE 
IS LOCATED IN
KABUPATEN
BADUNG, UBUD, IN A 
RICE FIELD, THERE 
IS A COMMUNITY OF 
750 EMPLOYEES.
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